
COACHING 
WITH HORSES 
& STRESS RELIEF

« An interactive, somatic, emotional 
and cognitive experience based on  

the HeartMath Method »

psychosomatic coaching  
educational space 
by Eliane Bernard
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STRESS REFLIEF

« Freedom is not a matter of wealth, power or status but 
inner peace and self-management. The secret lies not in 

finding it but creating it »

Happy horses live in the 
present moment and can 
detect whether or not 
you are present; they 
will only connect with 
you when you are truly 
present. That is, when 
your body is relaxed, when 
you’re not thinking about 
yesterday or tomorrow 
and when you let your 
expectations go. 

Freedom, peace, 
nature and happy horses 

A natural space where you’ll learn to coun-
ter the emotional imbalance and stress of 
the everyday pressures, tensions and wor-
ries you face. 

A brief, unusual and exquisite experience 
that teaches you a new way of looking at and 
observing yourself and feeling through the 
horse. 

A facilitator who respects the entire activity 
ecosystem and the diversity of participants, 
including their individual flow, silences, re-
actions and rhythm.
 
Small groups so that you feel like an active 
participant in the activity. 

A different, quick and simple way to man-
age your stress and emotions and do some-
thing that has a real impact on your wellbe-
ing, energy and vitality. 
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The horse plays a 
fundamental role in 

helping us understand 
our level of stress and 

invites us to enter a 
state of greater cardiac 

coherence. They act as 
heart-rate sensors and 
their presence helps us 
achieve greater inner 

peace. 

 « The heart holds the key to our emotional intelligence »

The nervous system is responsible for controlling 
and regulating all your vital functions: breathing, 
heart rate, energy production, digestion, and metab-
olism. 

Stress, strain and exhaustion result in an imbalanced 
nervous system, which can have negative and dan-
gerous consequences. 

Coherence is the state in which your heart, brain, 
and nervous system are synchronized, which has 
an immediate impact on your mental, physical, and 
emotional health. 

It is a state of peace, presence and revitalization that 
improves performance, health and emotional well-
being. 

Alarm 

Results 

Through biofeedback systems created by Heart-
Math, it is possible to measure this imbalance, as well 
as the entire process of change until achieving bal-
ance once more. 

It is measured through the heartbeat, not using tra-
ditional heart rate or electrocardiogram methods but 
through the heart rate variability, which is a mirror of 
your system’s activity. 

Control 

STRESS REFLIEF
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STRESS REFLIEF

« Learning to prevent and reduce stress while maintaining 
emotional balance has become a major self-care requirement »

The HeartMath 
Institute has 
developed a 
scientifically proven 
method  for finding 
peace and serenity in any 
situation and achieving 
internal balance. Science 
has now shown us that the 
rhythm of our heartbeat 
affects the way we think 
and feel. So, if you can 
learn to change your 
heart rate, then you can 
reach greater emotional 
intelligence and better 
quality thoughts. 

Authentic heart-to-heart 
communication 

Learn to find balance. Understand how stress 
mechanisms work. 

Identify your stressors, or sources of stress, 
and understand their emotional impact  
on your immune, endocrine and nervous 
systems. 

Master and apply simple, fast and effective 
techniques to manage stress and anxiety and 
increase your personal capacity for recovery. 

Improve your quality of sleep, active-listen-
ing capacity and presence.
 
Enter a state of calm with greater ease, even 
in stressful situations. 

Experience inner peace to take more and  
better decisions. 

Increase your capacity for empathy, com-
passion and intuition. 
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« Hands-on learning with horses; theoretical training 
sessions; group and individual dynamics; spaces for 

reflection and interventions in psychosomatic coaching »

About GROW About Eliane Bernard
Our name, Grow, evokes the 
idea of personal discovery 
and mastery. Becoming 
aware of the possibility of 
change can transform your 
potential. Overhauling 
your attitude can help 
you reflect on decisions 
better and take them more 
confidently. Managing 
complicated personal and 
professional situations 
can help you enjoy greater 
freedom, wellbeing and self-
confidence.

International coach and EFLC certified 
instructor, director of the Psychosomatic 
Coaching Educational Space and GROW 
WITH HORSES© programmes. 

“Freedom is not a matter of wealth, 
power or status but inner peace and 
self-management. You can’t put a price 
tag on the feeling of freedom. The secret 
lies not in finding it but creating it. If you 
have ever felt forced to fit the mould in a 
certain social setting or conceal your true 
self, you should know you’re not alone. I 
would like to help you become the person 
you’ve always wanted to be. My passion 
is guiding others along the same path 
towards a fuller life that I myself took.“

At GROW WITH 
HORSES©, you will 
learn by working with 
horses, always under the 
supervision of qualified 
coaches. 

Check out Eliane Bernard’s academic 
background and experience at:  
https://www.growwithhorses.com/
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Registration
Barcelona • Los Carbayos Farm 
AP92 Can Peligri
SP-08440 Cardedeu

www.growwithhorses.com

eliane@growwithhorses.com

+34 691 175 506

We’re just a five-minute drive from Cardedeu. You can 
also reach us easily by train (RENFE), motorway (AP7) 
and national highway (N-340). Restaurants and lodging 
nearby. 
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